Abstract. In this note we strengthen a result of B. B. Newman and use it to prove a conjecture of J. Nakamura stated in [Na] that torsion-free one-relator groups are noncommutatively slender.
Introduction
Recall that a one-relator group is a group G with presentation G ≃ ⟨X r⟩, that is a group for which a presentation exists which has one relator. Such groups have been widely studied and exhibit many fascinating properties (see for example [M1] , [M2] , [KMS] , [Ne] , [MS] , [W] , [KSS] , [SS] , [PVWW] ).
Recall that a subgroup H of a group G is p-pure, where p is a prime, provided for any n ∈ N, if g ∈ G satisfies g p n ∈ H there exists h ∈ H such that h p n = g p n . B.
B. Newman showed the following (see Lemma 2 in [Ne]):
If G is a one-relator group then any subset of the generators of G generates a p-pure subgroup of G, where p is any prime greater than the length of the relator r defining G.
We prove the following strengthening in Section 2 of this note:
Theorem A. Suppose G is a one-relator group, H is a subgroup generated by some subset of generators and p is a prime greater than the length of the relator r of G. If g ∈ G is such that g p ∈ H then g ∈ H. In particular, g p n ∈ H implies g ∈ H for such a prime p and subgroup H.
In Section 3 we prove a conjecture stated in [Na] . Recall that an abelian group A is slender if for every homomorphism φ ∶ ∏ N Z → A there exists N ∈ N such that φ = φ ○ p N , where p N ∶ ∏ N Z → ∏ N n=1 Z is projection to the first N coordinates (see [F] ). For more general groups we replace the domain ∏ N Z with the fundamental group of the Hawaiian earring π 1 (E) . The group π 1 (E) has a nice combinatorial description which we shall give explicitly in Section 3. In brief: take words of countable length on an alphabet {a ±1 n } n∈N in which each letter is used at most finitely often, define an equivalence comparable to that on words in a free group, and define the binary operation and inverses in the natural way. For each N ∈ N there is a retraction map p N from π 1 (E) to the free subgroup F ({a n } N n=1 ). A group G is noncommutatively slender if for every homomorphism φ ∶ π 1 (E) → G there exists N ∈ N such that φ = φ ○ p N (see [E] ). Free groups and slender abelian groups are noncommutatively slender (see [E] ), and more recently the BaumslagSolitar groups and torsion-free word hyperbolic groups were shown to be as well (see [Na] and [C], respectively).
Theorem A together with a result in [Na] enable us to prove the following:
Theorem B. Torsion-free one-relator groups are noncommutatively slender.
The hypothesis "torsion-free" cannot be dropped since groups with torsion cannot be noncommutatively slender (see [E] ).
The proof of Theorem A
We begin this section with a review of some ideas related to HNN extensions which will be crucial to the proofs of our main theorems. The interested reader can see [LS, Section IV.2] for further details. Suppose J is a group, that K, L ≤ J and that Θ ∶ L → K is an isomorphism. One forms the HNN extension, which we shall denote J * Θ , by letting J * Θ = ⟨J, t t −1 xt = φ(x), x ∈ L⟩. The natural homomorphism J → J * Θ is injective. From the presentation of J * Θ we see that this group is generated by elements of J and t.
A word g 0 t ǫ1 g 1 t ǫ2 ⋯g n−1 t ǫn g n with g i ∈ J and ǫ i ∈ {±1} is reduced if there is no subword t −1 g i t with g i ∈ L or subword tg i t −1 with g i ∈ K. By taking an element of J * Θ and writing it as a word in elements of G and powers of t and reducing the word by substituting t −1 gt = Θ(g) and tgt −1 = Θ −1 (g) whenever possible, we see that each element of J * Θ has a reduced word representating it. Also, if g 0 t ǫ1 g 1 t ǫ2 ⋯g n−1 t ǫn g n = J * Θ h 0 t δ1 h 1 t δ2 ⋯h m−1 t δm g m holds and both of these words are reduced, then n = m and δ i = ǫ i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. This n is the HNN length of an element of J * Θ . The elements of length zero are precisely the elements of J. We note that the torsion elements of J * θ are precisely the conjugates of torsion elements of J (see [LS, IV.2.4] ). Also, any element g ∈ J * θ for which g n ∈ J for some n ≥ 1 must be conjugate to an element of J.
Finally we note that elements of an HNN extension have normal forms. Fix a set of right coset representatives of K and of right coset representatives of L, where 1 J is the representative of the coset K and of the coset L. The normal form is a reduced word g 0 t ǫ1 g 1 t ǫ2 ⋯g n−1 t ǫn g n such that if ǫ i = −1 then g i is a representative of a right coset of L and if ǫ i = 1 then g i is a representative of a right coset of K. Each element of the HNN extension has a unique normal form. Starting with a reduced word g 0 t ǫ1 g 1 t ǫ2 ⋯g n−1 t ǫn g n one can obtain the normal form by working from the right. If ǫ n = −1 and g n is not one of the right coset representatives of L then we write g n = h n g ′ n where h n ∈ L and g ′ n is one of the chosen representatives and rewrite the reduced form as
If ǫ n = 1 we write g n = h 1 g ′ n with h 1 ∈ K and g ′ n being a right coset representative for K and rewrite the word as
Now we consider the exponent ǫ n−1 and perform the same process on g n−1 Θ(h 1 ) or g n−1 Θ −1 (h 1 ). Continuing in this way until we reach g 0 we obtain the normal form. Now for our proof of Theorem A. Let G ≃ ⟨X r⟩ be a one-relator group with r cyclically reduced. We recall that a Magnus subgroup of G is a subgroup of G generated by a subset Y ⊆ X which omits at least one of the letters used in r. Magnus subgroups are freely generated by their generating set (see [M1] or [LS, IV.5.1]).
Lemma 2.1. Suppose A = B * C and g ∈ A satisfies g n ∈ B for some n ≠ 0. Then either g is conjugate to a torsion element in B or in C, or g ∈ B.
Proof. Suppose that g is not conjugate to a torsion element in B or C. Then g is not torsion (see [LS, IV.1.5] ). Let w be the unique word alternating in elements of B and elements of C representing g. We'll show that w consists of only a single letter in B.
Select a word u of maximal length such that w ≡ uv 0 u −1 for some word v 0 . Note that v 0 must be nonempty, else the word w is not alternating in letters from B and from C. Also the first letter of v 0 is not the inverse of the last letter of v 0 , for even if v 0 were of length 1 this would imply that the letter is an involution in the appropriate group and thus g would be conjugate to a torsion element of B or C. Certainly v 0 is not a torsion element, else g would be. If u were of positive length then the length of g n would be at least 3 since u would be a prefix and u −1 would be a suffix of the word representing it, but g n ∈ B implies g n has length at most 1. Thus u is trivial. If w ≡ v 0 is of even length then the length of g n would be precisely n times the length of w, which cannot be equal to 1. If w is of length greater than 1 and odd, then the length of g n would be at least 2n + 1, which cannot be. Thus g must have length 1, and so is an element of B or of C, and since g is not torsion and g n ∈ B it must be that g is an element of B.
Lemma 2.2. It suffices to prove the conclusion of Theorem A for H a Magnus subgroup of the one-relator group G.
Proof. The statement of Theorem A is obvious if H = G. Thus let us assume that Y is a proper subset of X and H = ⟨Y ⟩. If the relator r is such that r is a word in the free group F (Y ) then we have the natural isomorphism
If g ∈ G with g p ∈ H = ⟨Y r⟩ and g ∉ H then by Lemma 2.1 it must be that g is conjugate to a torsion element in H. Since g ∉ H we know in particular that g ≠ 1 G . In particular we know by [KMS] that r ≡ u n where u is not a proper power in F (Y ), n > 1 and all torsion elements in ⟨Y r⟩ must be conjugates of powers of u. Then p must divide n, but p is necessarily greater than n, a contradiction.
The only case for Theorem A which is not covered thus far is that where r is not a word in the free group F (Y ), or in other words H is a Magnus subgroup.
Lemma 2.3. It suffices to prove the conclusion of Theorem A for H a Magnus subgroup of the one-relator group G such that H = ⟨Y ⟩ and X ∖ Y is a singleton.
Proof. Suppose Theorem A holds for Magnus subgroups whose generating set omits exactly one letter in X. If H = ⟨Y ⟩ is a Magnus subgroup we let
′ omits a letter used in r and X ∖ Y ′ is a singleton. We have H ′ being a Magnus subgroup generated by all but one of the elements of X.
The lemma now follows by Lemma 2.2.
We proceed using the method of Magnus by inducting on the length of the cyclically reduced relator r, essentially following [LS, IV.5.1]. Let Y ⊆ X omit exactly one letter used in r. If r involves only one letter in X, say a, then the conclusion of Theorem A certainly holds for H = ⟨Y ⟩. This is because Y ∪ {a} = X and for some n ∈ Z we have G = ⟨a a n ⟩ * H. We now see by Lemma 2.1 that if g ∈ G is such that g p ∈ H and g ∉ H, then g is torsion and so p divides n, which is impossible. Now let r use at least two generators and suppose that Theorem A is true for one-relator groups of smaller relator length. Let H = ⟨Y ⟩ where X ⊇ Y and X ∖ Y is a singleton. We consider cases. Case 1. Suppose that some letter t used in r is balanced in r; that is, the exponent sum σ t (r) is zero. We exhibit G as an HNN extension of a one-relator group J of smaller relator length. We then treat subcases where either Y omits t, or Y omits some other letter, b, used in r. If b is the omitted letter, or if t is the omitted letter and b is simply another generator used in r, we without loss of generality cyclically shift the word r so that the letter b is at the beginning of r.
We know r belongs to the normal subgroup in F (X) generated by X ∖ {t} since σ t (r) = 0. For each i ∈ Z and a ∈ X ∖ {t} we let a i = t i at −i . Thus r can be written as a cyclically reduced word s on the letters {a i } a∈X∖{t},i∈Z , and the length of s is shorter than that of r. Let µ and M be the minimum and maximum subscripts on b occurring in s, respectively.
We set
b},i∈Z ⟩ ≤ J and if µ = M then K = L and both omit b i letters among their generators. The subgroups K and L of J are Magnus subgroups and are free in their listed generators. Letting Θ ∶ L → K be given by subtracting 1 from the index of each generator (a i ↦ a i−1 ), we see that Θ is an isomorphism. The HNN extension J * Θ is isomorphic to G via φ ∶ G → J * Θ where φ(t) = t and for a ∈ X ∖ {t} we have φ(a) = a 0 . We consider two subcases of Case 1.
proper subset of the generators of the one-relator group J. This is seen by noticing that if X has cardinality at least 3 then we can select a ∈ X ∖ {t, b} and notice that a 1 ∉ φ(Y ). On the other hand if X = {t, b} then since r has a balanced number of exponents on t there must be some b i with i ≠ 0 appearing in the word s as s begins with b 0 , utilizes at least one instance of t, and is reduced. This b i is not in φ(Y ). Thus φ(Y ) is a proper subset of generators of J and since s has length less than that of r we have by induction that if g ∈ J satisfies g p ∈ φ(H) then g ∈ φ(H). More generally if g ∈ J * Θ satisfies g p ∈ φ(H) then in particular g p ∈ J and g must have been conjugate to an element of J by our discussion of HNN extensions. Write g ≡ whw −1 with h ∈ J and and w a reduced word in the HNN extension having a minimum number of t's and ending with a t ±1 . Now
The inductive hypothesis gives that in fact h must be in K or in L, so that in fact w could have used fewer t's. Thus w has no t's and g ∈ J and we have already argued this case.
Case 1.2. Suppose Y = X ∖ {b}. Thus in particular φ(Y ) = {t} ∪ {a 0 } a∈X∖{t,b} and any element of J * Θ which may be represented as a word in {t}∪{a i } a∈X∖{t,b},i∈Z is in φ(H). By moving all occurences of t ±1 to the right, we see that any element of φ(H) can be represented as a word wt n where w is a word in the letters {a i } a∈X∖{t,b},i∈Z and n ∈ Z. Suppose that g ∈ J * Θ is such that g p ∈ φ(H). Let g p = J * Θ wt n . Suppose first that n = 0. Then g p is in the Magnus subgroup ⟨{a i } a∈X∖{t,b},i∈Z ⟩ of J. In the previous subcase we saw that if for g ∈ J * Θ we have g p in a Magnus subgroup of J then g ∈ J, and by induction if g p is in a Magnus subgroup then g must have been in it as well, so that g ∈ ⟨{a i } a∈X∖{t,b},i∈Z ⟩ ≤ φ(H).
The following lemma completes this subcase.
Lemma 2.4. If g p = J * Θ wt n with n ≠ 0 and w a reduced word in {a i } a∈X∖{t,b},i∈Z then g = J * Θ w 1 t m where w 1 is a word in the letters {a i } a∈X∖{t,b},i∈Z and m ∈ Z.
Proof. Suppose without loss of generality that n < 0. Write g in a reduced form in the HNN extension g = J * Θ g 0 t ǫ1 g 1 t ǫ2 g 2 ⋯g k−1 t ǫ k g k with ǫ i ∈ {±1} and g i ∈ J. We claim first that ǫ i = −1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Select a maximal prefix u and suffix v of w such that
and vu ∈ J with vu = J * Θ h ∈ J and t ǫ k−j ht ǫj+1 reduced. Thus t ǫn g n g 0 t ǫ1 is not reduced, say equal to h 1 ∈ J, and t ǫn−1 g n−1 h 1 g 2 t ǫ2 is not reduced, etc. We have σ t (u) = −σ t (v) and since σ t (wt n ) = n ≠ 0, we have that w 0 is of positive HNN length. Moreover,
and the word u(w 0 h) p−1 w 0 v is reduced. But if u (and v) are of positive HNN length we would get some negative and some positive exponents of t in this word, and since wt n has only negative exponents on t and is also reduced these words cannot represent the same element in the HNN extension. This also shows that w 0 must only include negative exponents on t. Thus ǫ i = −1 for all i.
Thus we have g = J * Θ g 0 t
where g ′ ∈ J and pm = n. For this it is sufficient to show that the normal form of g has g 1 = g 2 = ⋯ = g k = 1 J . This is seen by noticing that wt n is in normal form and equal in the HNN extension to the p power of the normal form g 0 t −1 g 1 t −1 g 2 ⋯g k−1 t −1 g k . To obtain the normal form wt n we may start with the word (g 0 t −1 g 1 t −1 g 2 ⋯g k−1 t −1 g k ) p and perform the algorithm mentioned at the beginning of this section to obtain the normal form. But g 1 , . . . , g k are right coset representatives of L, and so no modifications need to be made on the suffix word t −1 g 1 t −1 g 2 ⋯g k−1 t −1 g k , and since this suffix must match t k we see that g 1 = ⋯ = g k = 1 J . That pm = n is obvious. Now we have that g = J * Θ g ′ t m with g ′ ∈ J and we show that g ′ is in the subgroup generated by {a i } a∈X∖{t},i∈Z and we shall be finished. Since (g ′ t m ) p = J * Θ wt n we perform the normal form algorithm and see that g
Define ζ to be the composition map Θ m wherever this is defined. Now we
Continuing with this reasoning we see that
′ uniquely as a reduced word w 1 in the generators {b µ+1 , . . . , b M } ∪ {a i } a∈X∖{t,b},i∈Z (again, since L is a Magnus subgroup, it is free in its generators). By definition, Θ(w 1 ) is the word w 1 with all subscripts on the letters decreased by 1. Similarly ζ(w 1 ) is the word w 1 with all subscripts on letters decreased by m. Write w 1 ≡ w 2 w 3 w 4 where w 4 is a maximal suffix and w 2 a maximal prefix such that (ζ(w 2 )) −1 ≡ w 4 . It is possible that w 3 is empty. We have w ≡ w 2 w 3 w 4 and w 4 ends with a signed letter x ±1 i and that w 2 begins with a signed letter x ∓1 i+m . We get that
and since w defines a group element in ⟨{a i } a∈X∖{t,b},i∈Z ⟩ ≤ L, we have that ζ p−1 (w 3 w 4 ) is in L. But notice that if the word w 3 w 4 has any instances of b i letters, the index of the reduced word representing ζ p−1 (w 3 w 4 ) would have letters b i where i ≤ M −(p−1). However, the quantity M − µ is bounded by the number of occurences of t ±1 in the relator r, and so M − µ is at most the length of r minus 1. Thus M − µ < p − 1 and so ζ p−1 (w 3 w 4 ) would have letters b i where i ≤ M − (M − µ) = µ, and L cannot have words with such b i letters, by definition. Thus w 3 w 4 has no letters b i , and as w 4 has no such letters we see that w 2 also has no such letters. Thus w 1 ≡ w 2 w 3 w 4 has no b i letters and so w 1 is a word in {a i } a∈X∖{t,b},i∈Z and we are done.
This completes the proof in Case 1. Case 2. We are left with the case where all generators used in r have exponent sum not equal to 0. Suppose t and b are distinct generators used in r and we want to consider the subgroup H generated by X ∖ {t}. We let σ t (r) = α and σ b (r) = β. Let C be the group defined by C = ⟨(X ∖ {t, b}) ∪ {x, y} r 1 ⟩ where r 1 is the word r with t replaced with yx −β and b replaced with x α , and then cyclically reduced. Notice that the map ψ ∶ X → C given by t ↦ yx −β , b ↦ x α , and a ↦ a for a ∈ X ∖ {t, b} extends to a homomorphism ψ ∶ G → C. We now prove a lemma, much of the content of which follows the discussion in [LS, Section IV.5] after the proof of the Freiheitsatz.
Lemma 2.5. The map ψ ∶ G → C is injective. Moreover, G is torsion-free if and only if C is.
Proof. Notice that since b is of infinite order in G (again by [M1] ) the group
is the amalgamated free product of G with the infinite cyclic group generated by x via the identification b = x α . The natural homomorphism from G to C ′ is an embedding (see [LS, IV.2.6] ). Additionally C ′ is isomorphic to C by the Tietze transformation from the presentation of C ′ to that of C which adds a generator y along with relator t = yx −β , deleting the occurrences of b and t in r and replacing them by x α and yx −β respectively and then deleting b and t from the set of generators. Thus the map ψ is seen to be an injection as a composition of an injective map with a composition of Tietze isomorphisms Any torsion element of C ′ must be conjugate to a torsion element in G or in ⟨x⟩ (see [LS, IV.2.7] ), and so C ′ , and therefore C, is torsion-free if and only if G is.
Now we may write C as an HNN extension over a one relator group J as in Case 1, with x being the stable letter, and the relator s for J, obtained from r 1 , is of length strictly less than that of r, since all x letters are removed. As before, let φ denote the isomorphism φ ∶ C → J * Θ . We show that if g ∈ J * Θ is such that g p ∈ φ ○ ψ(H) then g ∈ φ ○ ψ(H), and this is sufficient. We showed in Case 1 that H 0 = ⟨{x} ∪ (X ∖ {t, b})⟩ ≤ J * Θ is such that g ∈ J * Θ and g p ∈ H 0 implies g ∈ H 0 . As φ ○ ψ(H) = ⟨{x α } ∪ (X ∖ {t, b}⟩ ≤ H 0 , we need only show that g ∈ H 0 and g p ∈ φ ○ ψ(H) implies that g ∈ φ ○ ψ(H). As φ −1 (H 0 ) is a Magnus subgroup of C we get that H 0 is a free group in the generators {x} ∪ (X ∖ {t, b}). The following lemma concludes the proof.
Proof. We note first that a reduced word v in the alphabet Y ±1 represents an element of A if and only if each maximal subword in v consisting of only x or of x −1 has length which is divisible by α. has length divisible by α, and since α < p, it must be that α divides the length of v 2 ≡ w 0 .
The proof of Theorem B
We review the combinatorial description of the Hawaiian earring group, denoted HEG, and then prove Theorem B. Recall that the Hawaiian earring is the space
2 where C(p, r) denotes the circle centered at p of radius r. To describe the fundamental group HEG ≃ π 1 (E, (0, 0)) we start with a set {a ±1 n } n∈N of countably infinitely many elements equipped with formal inverses. A function W ∶ W → {a ±1 n } n∈N is a word if W is a totally ordered set and for each N the set W −1 ({a
) is finite. The second condition guarantees that W is countable. We identify words which essentially read in the same way: W 1 and W 2 are considered the same provided there exists an order isomorphism f ∶ W 1 → W 2 such that W 2 (f (i)) = W 1 (i) for all i ∈ W 1 . Let W denote the set of all words. For each N ∈ N we have a map p N from W to the subset of finite words in W defined by the restriction
as elements of the free group F ({a n } N n=1 ). The equivalence relation ∼ gives the underlying set for the group HEG = W ∼. The binary operation is given by word concatenation: [W 1 
}. This word map also defines a retraction p N to the subgroup of HEG consisting of those equivalence classes containing a word which involves no elements in {a The following definition is from [E] :
It is easy to see that G is n-slender if and only if for every homomorphism φ ∶ HEG → G there exists N ∈ N such that φ HEG N is trivial. To prove Theorem B we induct on the length of the relator r of a one-relator group G, using the following result of Nakamura (see [Na] Theorem 3.5):
Theorem 3.2. Let J * Θ be an HNN extension of J with Θ ∶ A → B such that for some prime p we have that
]. Then for any homomorphism φ ∶ HEG → J * Θ there exists N ∈ N such that φ(HEG N ) is contained in a subgroup conjugate to J.
Thus if J is n-slender and an HNN extension J * Θ satisfies the above property then J * Θ must also be n-slender, for by the slenderness of J there would exist an M ≥ N such that φ HEG M is the trivial map. Let G = ⟨X r⟩ be a torsion-free one-relator group with cyclically reduced relator r. If r is of length zero or one then G is a free group, and free groups are known to be n-slender (see [E] ). Else, suppose that torsion-free one-relator groups with relator of smaller length are n-slender. Since r is of length at least 2 and G is torsion-free, we know r must use at least 2 generators. We proceed along the cases in the proof of Theorem A.
If r is balanced in one of the generators, then we have seen that G is an HNN extension of a one-relator group J with relator of smaller length. This J must also be torsion-free as a subgroup of a torsion-free group, and by induction must be n-slender. The subgroups K and L satisfy the divisibility property of Theorem 3.2 (by Theorem A), and so G is n-slender in this case.
If r is not balanced in any of the generators then we select two of the generators t, b used in r and (as in Case 2 of the proof of Theorem A) we let σ t (r) = α and σ b (r) = β and define the group C = ⟨(X ∖ {t, b}) ∪ {x, y} r 1 ⟩ where r 1 is the word created by replacing occurences of t in r with yx −β , replacing occurrences of b with x α and cyclically reducing. By Lemma 2.5 the map ψ ∶ G → C produced by letting t ↦ yx −β , b ↦ x α , and a ↦ a for a ∈ X∖{t, b} is a monomorphism and C is torsion-free. Exhibiting C as an HNN extension as before, the subgroups K and L satisfy the divisibility property of Theorem 3.2, by Theorem A, and J is a torsion-free one-relator group whose relator length is less than that of r. Thus C is n-slender. Since any subgroup of an n-slender group is again n-slender, we get that G is itself n-slender.
